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As land is constrained in Mumbai, increase in property is largely 

generated through redevelopment of old buildings. Since the past 

ten years, many buildings in the old villages, inner city areas, 

industrial areas, and suburban residential neighbourhoods have 

been pulled down and in their place tall towers have been 

constructed. As old settlements have over time got dilapidated, 

the government supported such redevelopments. However, the 

new typology of tall towers have not been able to accommodate 

the community spaces disrupting the community characteristics. 

Moreover,  as the new development had higher taxes and 

required expensive maintenance, the older occupants of the 

neighbourhood preferred to move out.  This catalogue looks at  

retrofitting five different types of old settlements and develops 

strategies to make them structurally stable, integrate newer 

services and programmes and make them more relevant for the 

existing occupants in the future conditions.  



RETROFITTING CHAWLS (OLD INDUSTRIAL HOUSING) Designing multiuse furniture to optimize space. 

Readapting old chawl housing into Old Age 
Homes with the addition of extra elevators, 
structural strengthening and letting out shops 
below for facilities for old people 

Introducing individual toilets inside chawl 
housing and converting common toilet 
blocks to stacked parking.  
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RETROFITTING OLD VILLAGE HOUSING 

Original house  

Incremental addition of 
a room and terrace for 
an expanding family or 
to rent out for 
additional income. This 
is  done by a local 
contractor instead of 
large builders . 

Addition of a rain roof 
(barsati) and 
possibilities of 
expanding small public 
activities run by social 
entrepreneurs.   

ALTERNATIVE 
POSSIBILITIES 

Expected Possibility 



RETROFITTING INNER CITY HOUSING 

New skin allows structural strengthening. In addition to that it 
provides a skin of fire-escapes, and new public spaces for the 
vibrant, dense life inside to spill out. 



RETROFITTING OLD STATE/SOCIAL HOUSING 

A lot of government owned housing colonies 
in Mumbai are low density and have a large 
number of open spaces.  

Due to market driven redevelopment policies 
many of these plots are being redeveloped in 
a piecemeal way, often encroaching on the 
open spaces 

There is a possibility of redensifying these housing colonies through amalgamation of plots 
and developing a new structure of open spaces.  



RETROFITTING INCREMENTAL SETTLEMENTS 

Incremental settlements 
have tremendous 
capacity, resources and 
the will to keep adapting 
and improving their 
conditions. A manual of 
relevant practices of 
repairing,  upgrading, 
maintaining, improving 
sanitation and  
infrastructure facilities 
could help take these 
efforts a few notches up.   



ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REDEVELOPING SLUMS 

Introducing caretaker programmes such 
as community centres, libraries etc.  

Using cross subsidy models of redevelopment introduced by 
the government but making the community into developers 
and assuring that the design allows for home based work.  

Incremental development maintaining the existing 
fabric of the place.  




